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in the film, aishwarya and hrithik roshan would play an aspiring couple who would strive for their dreams and marry each other. the two would be a perfect match because they would have similar
attitudes and also be opposites. this would serve as a pretty apt description of the two characters played by them. even in real life, aishwarya and hrithik both had different personalities. both the actors
were in their respective best. and they were also both way ahead of their times. they were able to ensure that dulhania was one of the most successful couples in bollywood. motor truck simulator game
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the hindi and tamil version of iruvar both went on to become major hits. of course, the tamil version had the edge. it's no surprise that iruvar was a huge success in both languages. still, it's great to see
that iruvar is still getting a lot of appreciation 25 years after it's release. the success of iruvar also ensured that bachchan would be paired with many great films in the years to come. from babuji to

damini to subhaagar, aishwarya would eventually get a chance to be seen in most romantic bollywood films of her time. but, there was also a side of bachchan that would come out after that. it would
make for some surprising, and super sexy, bits in films. it was a big surprise when ab tak chhappan was released in 1997. it was a tamil film, which made for an unusual pairing for the india's most
famous actress. it was a kind of rom-com that would be easy to lose some steam in during its long-take sequences. it also had an interesting title. as the film goes, it would use the title of famous

bombay screenwriter nasir farrukh khan. after asoka hit the screens, aishwarya seemed to disappear from cinema for a bit. it would have been easy to assume that the actress had taken a break from
the screen. but she was also busy with her second hindi film mehbooba. this hindi film, too, was a mixed bag. it showed that the hindi films would keep away from some classic story lines. the actress

would go back to successful films, which included jodhaa akbar, and kuch kuch hota hai. however, she would try her hand at a range of different roles in the films. this would also mark the beginning of
the times when aishwarya would top the charts for dilwale dulhania le jayenge as well. 5ec8ef588b
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